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A Betrayal Of Trust
Betrayal seems to have lost its grip on the public consciousness in liberal societies, yet it is all
around us, dissolving the thick glue of trust that holds friends, families, and communities together.
By focusing on the ethics of betrayal, Avishai Margalit offers a philosophical account of what we
owe those who give us our sense of belonging.
In business, politics, marriage, indeed in any significant relationship, trust is the essential
precondition upon which all real success depends. But what, precisely, is trust? How can it be
achieved and sustained? And, most importantly, how can it be regained once it has been broken?
In Building Trust, Robert C. Solomon and Fernando Flores offer compelling answers to these
questions. They argue that trust is not something that simply exists from the beginning, something
we can assume or take for granted; that it is not a static quality or "social glue." Instead, they
assert that trust is an emotional skill, an active and dynamic part of our lives that we build and
sustain with our promises and commitments, our emotions and integrity. In looking closely at the
effects of mistrust, such as insidious office politics that can sabotage a company's efficiency,
Solomon and Flores demonstrate how to move from na?ve trust that is easily shattered to an
authentic trust that is sophisticated, reflective, and possible to renew. As the global economy
makes us more and more reliant on "strangers," and as our political and personal interactions
become more complex, Building Trust offers invaluable insight into a vital aspect of human
relationships.
A guide to resolving conflicts caused by betrayal draws on ancient wisdom, stories, myths, and
modern psychology to create exercises for moving beyond feelings of anger to trust and
contentment
Responding Right When You've Been Wronged We all know what it’s like to be lied to, cheated,
tricked, or swindled. Whether you want revenge or to protect yourself from future harm, Phil
Waldrep understands your pain. Waldrep had no idea of the steep journey that lay ahead of him
when two men walked into his office and revealed an unfolding story of a friend turned colleague
who was living what amounted to a second life. For years following, Waldrep sought to heal the
wounds of this broken relationship and confront the pain he felt in the aftermath of this betrayal.
Along the way, he discovered God’s solutions to overcoming resentment. In Beyond Betrayal,
you’ll learn about the biblical principles and practical tools that can help you identify betrayers in
your life and name the pain you feel rediscover God as the healer of your wounds avoid bitterness
and express your anger in healthy ways learn to remain open to trusting others again as you build
new relationships choose forgiveness and develop strategies to prevent future betrayal Whether
you’ve been hurt by a family member, friend, colleague, or trusted leader, you are not alone. Even
Jesus was betrayed. You don’t have to let past hurts limit your future relationships—you can
move beyond betrayal.
Every Betrayal Begins with Trust
Interpersonal Rejection
Journey from Betrayal to Trust
The Shadows in the Street
Trust and Betrayal in the Treatment of Child Abuse
Overcome Past Hurts and Begin to Trust Again

Bad Karma in relationships. Being deceitful gets you nowhere and telling halftruths will always backfire on you! Be careful who you hurt, because someone is
going to possibly do to you, what you have been doing to others.
"One of the foremost relationship experts at work today applies the insights of
science toward understanding the real meaning of trust between a couple. He
decodes the "why" behind betrayal and shows how partners can avoid or recover
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from unfaithfulness and maintain a loving relationship.Dr. John Gottman, the
country's pre-eminent researcher on marriage, is famous for his Love Lab at the
University of Washington in Seattle where he deciphers the mysteries of human
relationships through scientific research. His thirty-five years of exploration have
earned him numerous major awards, including from the National Institute of
Mental Health, the American Psychological Association, and the American
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy. Now, Dr. Gottman offers surprising
findings and advice on the characteristic that is at the heart of all relationships:
Trust. Dr. Gottman has developed a formula that precisely calculates any couple's
loyalty level. The results determine a relationship's likely future, including the
potential for one or both partners to stray. A Love You Can Trust shows couples
how to bolster their trust level and avoid what Dr. Gottman calls the "Roach Motel
for Lovers." He describes how the outcome of--"sliding door moments," small
pivotal points between a couple, can lead either to more emotional connection or to
discontent. He suggests a new approach to handling adultery and reveals the varied
and unexpected non-sexual ways that couples often betray each other. A Love You
Can Trust guides couples through an empirically tested, trust-building program
that will let them repair and maintain a long-term, intimate, and romantic
relationship"-From New York Times bestselling author J. A. Jance, a suspenseful mystery from
the creator of Arizona sheriff Joanna Brady and Seattle homicide detective J. P.
Beaumont.
In this meticulously researched and ultimately explosive new book by the Pulitzer
Prize-winning author of the New York Times bestseller The Coming Plague, Laurie
Garrett takes readers across the globe to reveal how a series of potential and present
public health catastrophes form a terrifying portrait of real global disaster in the
making.
Learning to Trust After Betrayal
Trust & Betrayal in the Workplace
What Makes Love Last?
Broken Trust in Intimate Relationships
Lawyers in the Dock
A Couples Guide to Healing Intimate Betrayal
Some really great books just keep getting better! For seventeen years The
Betrayal Bond has been the primary source for therapists and patients wrestling
the effects of emotional pain and harm caused by exploitation from someone
they trusted. Divorce, litigation, incest and child abuse, domestic violence,
kidnapping, professional exploitation and religious abuse are all areas of trauma
bonding. These are situations and relationships of incredible intensity or
importance lend themselves more easily to an exploitation of trust or power. In
The Betrayal Bond, Dr. Carnes presents an in-depth study of these relationships;
why they form, who is most susceptible, and how they become so powerful. Dr.
Carnes also gives a clear explanation of the bond that compels people to tolerate
the intolerable, and for the first time, maps out the brain connection that makes
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being with hurtful people comparable to 'a drug of choice.' Most importantly,
Carnes provides practical steps to identify compulsive attachment patterns and
ultimately to change or end them for good. This new edition includes: New
science for understanding how our brains can make a prison of bad relationships
New assessments and insights based on 50,000 research participants A new
section utilizing the latest findings in attachment research and narrative therapy
to concretely rewrite and rescript bad experiences A redefinition of the factors
contributing to addictive relationships
An eminent therapist explains what makes couples compatible and how to
sustain a happy marriage. For the past thirty-five years, John Gottman’s
research has been internationally recognized for its unprecedented ability to
precisely measure interactive processes in couples and to predict the long-term
success or failure of relationships. In this groundbreaking book, he presents a
new approach to understanding and changing couples: a fundamental social skill
called “emotional attunement,” which describes a couple’s ability to fully
process and move on from negative emotional events, ultimately creating a
stronger relationship. Gottman draws from this longitudinal research and theory
to show how emotional attunement can downregulate negative affect, help
couples focus on positive traits and memories, and even help prevent domestic
violence. He offers a detailed intervention devised to cultivate attunement,
thereby helping couples connect, respect, and show affection. Emotional
attunement is extended to tackle the subjects of flooding, the story we tell
ourselves about our relationship, conflict, personality, changing relationships,
and gender. Gottman also explains how to create emotional attunement when it
is missing, to lay a foundation that will carry the relationship through difficult
times. Gottman encourages couples to cultivate attunement through awareness,
tolerance, understanding, non-defensive listening, and empathy. These qualities,
he argues, inspire confidence in couples, and the sense that despite the
inevitable struggles, the relationship is enduring and resilient. This book, an
essential follow-up to his 1999 The Marriage Clinic, offers therapists, students,
and researchers detailed intervention for working with couples, and offers
couples a roadmap to a stronger future together.
The world over, integrity quotient in those bestowed with the responsibility to
lead others is on a free fall. History is replete with many leaders betraying the
trust bestowed upon them by their citizenry. Many a time, most people have
found themselves flouting oaths of office even when they pledged to abide by
certain ethical practices, the constitution, other laws, rules and regulations.
Those who belong to diverse religious faiths have faltered too even though they
have sworn not to do certain things in life. There are those who even fail to
remember their marriage vows and have turned out to be very untrustworthy.The
author - Prof. Jacob. T. Kaimenyi intends to appeal to those who wantonly
destroy public trust with minimal regard to its negative consequences. The book
is also meant to prick the conscience of all those people who have taken different
oaths and have sworn to abide by certain rules and regulations, that they should
do so without wavering at any time. It a must read for all leaders at the family,
communal, national and international levels.
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Serrailler has just wrapped up a particularly exhausting and difficult case and is
on sabbatical on a far-flung Scottish island when he is called back to Lafferton by
the Chief Constable. Two local prostitutes have been found strangled. When the
wife of the St. Michael's Cathedral Dean goes missing and then another
respectable woman is taken on her way to work, the townspeople grow angry and
afraid. Serrailler is in the greatest danger of his life.
Confronting and Preventing Clergy Sexual Misconduct
Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts
A Guide to Emotional Healing and Self-Renewal
"I Love You, But I Don't Trust You"
Rebuilding Trust after Betrayal
"Not all great novelists can write crime fiction but when one like Susan Hill does the
result is stunning." —Ruth Rendell A cold case comes back to life in this sixth book in
the highly successful Simon Serrailler detective series "eagerly awaited by all
aficionados" (P.D. James). Freak weather and flash floods all over southern England.
Lafferton is under water and a landslide on the Moor has closed the bypass. As the rain
slowly drains away, a shallow grave--and a skeleton--are exposed; 20 years on, the
remains of missing teenager Joanne Lowther have finally been uncovered. The case is
re-opened and Simon Serrailler is called in as senior investigating officer. Joanne, an
only child, had been on her way home from a friend's house that night. She was the
daughter of a prominent local businessman, Sir John Lowther. Joanne's mother, unable
to cope, killed herself 2 years after Joanne disappeared. Cold cases are always tough,
and in this latest in the acclaimed series from Susan Hill, Serrailler is forced to confront
a frustrating, distressing and complex situation.
Practical advice for healing and repairing broken trust and relationships. A best friend
who undermines you. A partners infidelity. A coworker that sabotages you or your
workplace. A relative who steals from your family. Intimate betrayal strikes at the core
of our capacity to trust and love, crushing the fundamental expectation that gives us the
courage to connect deeplythe belief that the person we love wouldnt hurt us. Whether
the betrayal is through infidelity, emotional abuse, verbal aggression, or domestic
violence, the psychological wound that cuts deepest is the perception that, ultimately,
the person we love doesnt care about our well-being. So how can we heal from these
wounds and even rebuild trust after betrayal? God provides the strength, guidance, and
peace to overcome your current heartache and regain joy. And this handbook can help
you do the hard work to walk on that path to healing. Quickly Find the Information You
Need on Repairing Relationships In this handbook, you will learn: What to do when
someone has betrayed your trust, or when you have betrayed the trust of someone else
How to decide whether or not to repair the relationship and 10 daily steps to do so 3
essential elements of reconciliation And more 4 Key Features of This Christian
Counseling Book on Healing Broken Trust Using real-life stories, biblical suggestions,
proven tips, and practical steps that you can take today, Dr. Gregory Jantz will help you
heal from broken trust or relationships. Enjoy having these key features: Simple
summaries and easy-to-understand explanations Practical steps backed by science
and by scripture Charts that show key information at a glance Relatable stories that
show you how to apply its truth to your life Dr. Gregory Jantz takes you step by step
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through how to rebuild trust after betrayal. The same healing grace that knits broken
bones and restores us to strength after illness is well able to reconcile wounded hearts
and renew love for one another. Trust God to guide you through the work of rebuilding
trust and you will not only survive, but will go on to thrive. Perfect for: Group and
individual use Church library To hand to a friend Biblical and pastoral counseling
Trust is apparently the backbone of every reasonable relationship. For a relationship to
last and be beneficial, two people most come together and have a reasonable level of
trust on the intentions, decisions and the activities of one another. There comes a point
in a relationship when you realize you trust someone enough to let them keep their
secrets. This book is consisting of strategies for building such an extreme level of trust
in your relationship. You will discover how close you’ve been to building a healthy
relationship all this while. You will immediately start experiencing the benefit of building
such amount of trust even as you apply the strategies revealed in this book in real life
situations. You will also learn: - The concept of secrecy in a committed relationship How to tackle trust issues in your partner/spouse - Ways to get rid of doubts about your
partner - Make your partner trust you as much as you trust them - How to make them to
stop lying to you/make them admit - Cultivate honesty in your relationship Tags: trust
relationship failed, rebuild trust in a relationship, trust in a relationship quotes, trust in
the relationship, relationship goals, relationship advice, relationship counselling,
relationship with a narcissist, relationship insecurity, relationship management,
relationship boundaries, relationship problems, definition of toxic relationship, toxic
relationship meaning, take your last relationship, marriage intimacy therapy, marriage
counseling rebuilding trust, trusting your spouse, how to regain trust in a relationship
after lying, trusting your partner in dating, bringing back trust in relationship, effective
communication and broken trust
Lafferton is struggling through a bitter winter, with heavy snowfalls paralysing the town,
though at least the police can be sure the ram raiders who have been targeting antique
and jewellers' shops will be lying low. The biggest worry the elderly have is how to keep
warm, until 82-year-old Doris Upcott is found strangled in her home, followed by the
deaths of 2 other residents of the same sheltered housing complex. Each time, the
murderer has left a unique signature at the crime scene, which should help DCS Simon
Serrailler, desperate to identify him before he kills again. When links are found between
these and 3 similar murders elsewhere, Serrailler is obliged to cross unfamiliar territory
in his search for answers.
Betrayal of Public Trust
Overcoming Betrayal and Regaining Health, Confidence, and Happiness
Love & Betrayal
Hope and Help for Broken Relationships
Sex and Power in Professional Relationships
The Father Brendan Smyth Affair and the Catholic Church
This collection explores critical and foundational theory for
trust in educational administration and leadership as it
influences a broad range of topics, such as ethics, governance,
diversity, policy, management, and power. It demonstrates the
relevance of this foundation to practical issues and problems
internationally, both within the organizational context and
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extra-organizationally. Contributors from throughout the world
focus on the application of trust factors as they affect our
understanding of, and practice in, educational organizations.
This volume will be of interest to students and faculty of
educational administration theory, the policy and politics of
education, and educational leadership as well as practitioners
and policy makers.
OVER ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD! With this updated edition of their
award-winning book, Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott help you launch
lifelong love like never before. This is more than a book--it's
an experience, especially when you use the his/her workbooks
filled with more than 40 fun exercises. Get ready for deeper
intimacy with the best friend you'll ever have. Saving Your
Marriage Before It Starts, which has been translated into more
than 15 languages, is the most widely used marriage prep tool in
the world. Why? Because it will help you . . . Uncover the
misbeliefs of marriage Learn to communicate with instant
understanding Discover the secret to resolving conflict Master
the skills of money management Get your sex life off to a great
start A compelling video, featuring real-life couples, is
available, and with this updated edition, Les and Leslie unveil
the game-changing SYMBIS Assessment. Now you can discover how to
leverage your personalities for a love that lasts a lifetime.
Make your marriage everything it is meant to be. Save your
marriage--before (and after) it starts.
In Lawyers in the Dock, Richard L. Abel examines accounts of
disciplined New York lawyers, whose vivid, compelling dramas
breathe life into the ethical rules governing the legal
profession. Abel identifies ways to devise better strategies for
restoring trust in lawyers, a prerequisite for an effectively
functioning justice system. This book is essential for lawyers,
prospective and current law students, and anyone who has sought
or might seek legal representation.
Interpersonal rejection ranks among the most potent and
distressing events that people experience. Romantic rejection,
ostracism, stigmatization, job termination, and other kinds of
rejections have the power to compromise the quality of people's
lives. As a result, people are highly motivated to avoid social
rejection, and, indeed, much of human behavior appears to be
designed to avoid such experiences. Yet, despite the widespread
effects of real, anticipated, and even imagined rejections,
psychologists have devoted only passing attention to the topic,
and the research on rejection has been scattered throughout a
number of psychological subspecialties (e.g., social, clinical,
developmental, personality). In the past few years, however, we
have seen a surge of interest in the effects of interpersonal
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rejection on behavior and emotion. The goal of this book is to
pull together the contributions of several scholars whose work
is on the cutting edge of rejection research, providing a
scholarly yet readable overview of recent advances in the area.
In doing so, it not only provides a look at the current state of
the area but also helps to establish the topic of rejection as
an identifiable area for future research. Topics covered in the
book include: ostracism, unrequited love, betrayal,
stigmatization, rejection sensitivity, rejection and selfesteem, peer rejection in childhood, emotional responses to
rejection, and personality moderators of reactions to rejection.
How to Build Trust and Avoid Betrayal
The Journalist and the Murderer
Breaking Free of Exploitive Relationships
How to Build trust In a Relationship
How Could You Do This to Me?
A Betrayal of Trust
The author of Too Good to Leave, Too Bad to Stay provides a guide to restoring
trust in a relationship once it has been compromised and explains how to avoid
common mistakes and regain confidence in partnerships. Original. 40,000 first
printing.
This insightful volume illuminates why abusive parents often refuse to cooperate
with therapists and child protection workers, and shows professionals how to
create a better working relationship. Amply illustrated with case examples and
interviews with parents, this book offers clear guidelines for therapists working
with child-at-risk cases.
Many people have come forward concerning experiences with professionals who
abuse confidential relationships.
Trust Again provides comfort, support, and community for those struggling to
heal from a painful experience with betrayal from a family member, partner,
friend, coworker, or themselves. Readers move through the proven five stages
from betrayal to breakthrough and are lovingly guided with tools and strategies
along the way. --Sue Morter, author of The Energy Codes
The Trust Solution
Overcoming an Intimate Betrayal
Trust Again
Beyond Betrayal
On Betrayal
Betrayal Bond, Revised
“Murder, teenage bullying, sleazy adults, and good police work add up to
another fine entry by Jance.” —The Oklahoman Betrayal of Trust is the
twentieth mystery by New York Times bestseller J.A. Jance to feature
Seattle p.i. J. P. Beaumont—and it is another surefire winner from the
author the Chattanooga Times calls, “One of the best—if not the best.”
When Beau discovers a snuff film recorded on a smart phone—a horrific
crime that has a devastating effect on two troubled teens—his
investigation unleashes a firestorm that blazes all the way up through
the halls of Washington state government. Betrayal of Trust is certain to
win this phenomenal crime fiction master (“In the elite company of Sue
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Grafton and Patricia Cornwell”—Flint Journal) a wealth of new fans while
enthralling the army of devoted readers already addicted to the potent
Jance magic.
Sexual misconduct by clergy is a devastating issue that reaches across all
denominations, damaging the credibility of the church in its wake. The
media regularly reports on the moral failure of leaders and abuse at the
hands of those who are supposed to be trustworthy. Betrayal of Trust
focuses on a common scenario of abuse--sexual involvement between a
male pastor and a female congregant--and offers practical solutions on
how to respond to and prevent this betrayal of trust. This book presents
methods that will help churches respond sensitively to victims and
implement policies and procedures to prevent abuse from taking place.
For clergy who may be at risk for this behavior, it offers help in
establishing appropriate boundaries. This second edition includes a new
chapter that offers help for the wandering pastor and a riskdetermination questionnaire for pastors who may become abusers.
"A book of profound insight and wisdom, written not just for those who
have been betrayed, but for anyone who wants to build deeper, more
trusting relationships." SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, Ph.D. Author of THE
COUPLES JOURNEY LOVE & BETRAYAL explores the many forms betrayal
can take, from keeping secrets and negative gossip to breaking promises
and sexual infidelity. In the process, you can discover how to heal the
wounds of past betrayals, what steps to take to forgive both yourself and
your betrayer, and how to cultivate a climate of love and trust in your
current relationships.
A partner's betrayal doesn't have to define your relationship. The key to
working through a betrayal is learning how to communicate with your
partner in a way that promotes truthfulness and understanding. Our book
provides you with the knowledge needed to honestly discuss the issue
with your partner and find a resolution to the problem.
The Bloody Ingrate
Seven Questions to Ask Before -- and After -- You Marry
Building Effective Relationships in Your Organization: Easyread Large
Bold Edition
Waterhouse
The Science of Trust: Emotional Attunement for Couples
Powerful Ways to Rebuild Effective Communication, Resolve Conflict,
Improve Intimacy, And Avoid Betrayal

Hana would be like any other thirteen-year-old immigrant trying to fit into life at
an American school, but she also battles hostile, animal-like warriors from the
dimension of Argon Falls. In discovering secrets about her identity and her past,
Hana bravely faces her enemies and realizes her divinely-given purpose.
SWORDS CLASH, BATTLE ERUPTS, AND A FRIEND GOES DOWN! Hana and
Tomo return to Argon Falls only to find an impenetrable dungeon holds their
friends captive. But Ardath -- now clad in the Armor of the Ancients -- has doubts
that give hope he may turn and join the fight against evil. Time runs short for the
citizens of Argon Falls as the intrigue of spies and the violence of battle threaten
to separate Hana from her friends -- forever!
This is a study of global public health. Plague, pollution and prostitution are all
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examined in turn. The author shows how basic trust in public health systems has
collapsed and how our global public health system has been systematically
destroyed.
A seminal work and examination of the psychopathology of journalism. Using a
strange and unprecedented lawsuit by a convicted murder againt the journalist
who wrote a book about his crime, Malcolm delves into the always uneasy,
sometimes tragic relationship that exists between journalist and subject.
Featuring the real-life lawsuit of Jeffrey MacDonald, a convicted murderer,
against Joe McGinniss, the author of Fatal Vision. In Malcolm's view, neither
journalist nor subject can avoid the moral impasse that is built into the
journalistic situation. When the text first appeared, as a two-part article in The
New Yorker, its thesis seemed so radical and its irony so pitiless that journalists
across the country reacted as if stung. Her book is a work of journalism as well
as an essay on journalism: it at once exemplifies and dissects its subject. In her
interviews with the leading and subsidiary characters in the MacDonaldMcGinniss case -- the principals, their lawyers, the members of the jury, and the
various persons who testified as expert witnesses at the trial -- Malcolm is always
aware of herself as a player in a game that, as she points out, she cannot lose.
The journalist-subject encounter has always troubled journalists, but never
before has it been looked at so unflinchingly and so ruefully. Hovering over the
narrative -- and always on the edge of the reader's consciousness -- is the
MacDonald murder case itself, which imparts to the book an atmosphere of
anxiety and uncanniness. The Journalist and the Murderer derives from and
reflects many of the dominant intellectual concerns of our time, and it will have a
particular appeal for those who cherish the odd, the off-center, and the unsolved.
In this new, third edition of her award-winning book, Betrayal, Trust and
Forgiveness, Dr. Beth Hedva combines best-practices in psychology with crosscultural initiation rites and ancient mystery traditions to provide techniques for
life-renewal and healing from betrayal wounds. Whether your lover let you down,
your co-worker stabbed you in the back, or your life has been shattered by global
events, you can get past the pain of betrayal and build a new life based on truth
and Self-trust. Includes practical, step-by-step exercises to help readers apply Dr.
Hedva's unique approach to turning challenges into positive growth experiences.
A J. P. Beaumont Novel
In Business, Politics, Relationships, and Life
Karma
Clergy Abuse of Children
Betrayal, Trust and Forgiveness
Broken Trust

Betrayal of TrustThe Collapse of Global Public Health
Who do you turn to when you've been betrayed by the person you trusted most
in the world? How do you recover from the trauma of intimate betrayal-or the
guilt, anger, and shame that come from being the partner who has betrayed
someone they love? The Trust Solution offers a clear, six-step process that helps
individuals and couples heal the pain, restore trust, and build a renewed
relationship with greater security and
intimacy. Filled with moving and relatable
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stories of couples who have struggled to heal the rupture in their relationships,
The Trust Solution provides must-have tools that will not only help couples
manage the day-to-day process of rebuilding trust but also help them achieve
the long-term vision of a stronger and more fulfilling relationship.
At the end of 1994, the Father Brendan Smyth affair brought shame on the
Catholic church in Ireland and led directly to the fall of the Irish government.
Television viewers grew to recognise the face of the paedophile priest who was
sentenced in Belfast on seventeen counts of sexual abuse of children going back
thirty years. Betrayal of Trust is the inside story of the Father Brendan Smyth
affair, written by the individual man who, more than anyone else, was
responsible for breaking the story: UTV Counterpoint journalist Chris Moore.
Betrayal of Trust is part riveting detective story, part disturbing account of
crimes against children, as with Chris Moore we follow the trail of the
paedophile priest throughout Ireland, in Italy and in America. But most of all it is
a book that gives voice to those who were betrayed by a priest and by the
religious leaders who shielded him.
At one time or another we have all been betrayed by someone we trusted, all felt
the sting of deceit and subsequent shattering of self-confidence. And when the
people we count on betray our trust, the wound is deep and long-lasting. In How
Could You Do This to Me?, Dr. Jane Greer teaches readers:the types of people
who are more at risk of betrayal the warning signs of someone who is
untrustworthy a process that helps decide whether a relationship is worth
saving or whether it should be abandoned.Part One discusses the roots of trust,
blind trust, and the reasons betrayers betray. Part Two reveals our betrayers'
many faces: admirers, users, or rivals. Part Three focuses on the fallout from
betrayal: confrontation, revenge, and betrayal, and talks about how you can
learn to trust your judgment and others again.
A Universal Rite of Passage
A Question of Identity
The Complete Guide to Restoring Trust in Your Relationship
The Collapse of Global Public Health
A Simon Serrailler Mystery
Betrayal of Trust
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